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ABSTRACT

Background: The dynamic phantom is one of the best tools to study the impact of motion on tumor target delineation and absorbed dose verification during dose delivery. Materials and Methods: this study, a 6-DOF (degrees of freedom) phantom was designed following the stacked serial kinematics and assembled by six commercial motion stages to generate 6-DOF motion, which were RotX (pitch, around X), RotY (roll, around Y), TransZ (anterior–posterior), RotZ (yaw, around Z), TransY (superior–inferior) and TransX (left–right). Tumor targets were designed by six plastic spheres for the delineation test. Also, an ionization chamber array detector and RW3 solid water were combined to measure the absorbed dose for dose verification tests. Results: The maximum translation speeds for LineX and LineY were 50mm/s and 35mm/s for LineZ, while the maximum rotation speeds for RotX, RotY, RotZ were 5.33° per second, 6° per second and 15° per second respectively. Spiral-CT and 4D-CT images acquired in the static and dynamic states successfully showed the influences of tumor motion on target delineation. In the absorbed dose verification, all cases did not pass the gamma test; the pass rate for the 6-DOF motion case was only 34.2% and the pass rates of all other cases were less than 90%. Conclusion: The phantom designed in this study is able to simulate complex tumor motion and can be used to study the influence of tumor motion in radiotherapy.
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motion along any X, Y, and Z direction. Haas (10) developed a thorax phantom with independent rib cage and tumor motion. Using a robotic arm and a commercial artificial skeleton, Steidl (11) designed a phantom to realize 1-DOF rib cage motion and 6-DOF tumor motion, which included 3-DOF linear motion and 3-DOF rotation along pitch, roll, and yaw. Following the Stewart-Gough parallel kinematics, Belcher (12) built a 6DOF phantom to simulate tumor motion. Reports also revealed that 6-DOF treatment couches like HexPOD (Eleka, Co., Ltd., Stockholm, Sweden) and TrueBeam (Varian, Inc., Palo Alto, Canada) can also be used as a phantom to simulate tumor motion in 6-DOF (13,14). However, the 6-DOF treatment couch can’t be used for CT scanning. Additionally, the study of robotic arm phantom and the Stewart-Gough phantom did not show the ability of loading ionization chamber array detector for dose verification. In order to investigate the motion impacts mentioned above, the requirements for a 6-DOF prototype phantom can be summarized as the following properties:

a) The phantom could be used to simulate single direction motion and synchronized motion. (e.g. synchronized 6DOF motion).

b) The 4DCT scanner can be used to obtain a phantom image in a static or dynamic state.

c) A unique solution for motion or a motion sequence does not affect the final position of the phantom. For example, the tumor may stop at a different position while rotating at the same angle but with a different sequence, and the result is not unique.

d) The phantom must have the ability to hold quality assurance (QA) detectors, e.g. MatriXX (IBA, Co., Ltd., New Leuven, Belgium), OCTIVUS (PTW, Co., Ltd., Freiburg, Germany), and water-equivalent slabs, e.g. RW3 slices (PTW, Co., Ltd., Freiburg, Germany).

In order to meet the needs of this study, stacked serial kinematics with independent motion along any X, Y, Z, pitch, roll, and yaw axis has been used to develop the 6-DOF phantom prototype. The phantom characteristics and its first feasibility application in CT-image reconstruction and in dynamic dose verification tests have been discussed below.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Technical specifications of the phantom**

Considering the above four aspects, six independent commercial motion stages are assembled to generate 6-DOF motion, as shown in figure 1 (a) and (b). RotX and RotY parts were composed of a two ball bearing arc slider (SA10A-RT, STAGE KOHZU, Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan) while RotZ is a modified rotation stage (KST-YAW, SIGMA KOKICO, Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). LineZ is a lifting platform (OSMS-ZF, SIGMA KOKICO, Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), while LineX and LineY were horizontal sliders (Parker Hannifin Motion & Control Co, Ltd., Kaarst, Germany). In addition, in order to simulate the respiration signal by driving the signal strip of the 4D-CT scanner, an independent linear screw with a 42-stepper motor was used. The 42-stepper motor driver was connected to the motion phantom to obtain the same motion trajectory. The IR (infrared) calibration tool for HexPOD, as shown in figure 1(a), is placed on the top of the motion phantom. The IR monitor (Polaris Spectra, Northern Digital Inc., Ontario, Canada) can be used to record the trajectory of the motion phantom. The motion control system consists of two-stepper motor controllers (MC-XYZ, BENT-CN, Co., Ltd., Zhejiang, China) and six-stepper motor drivers (TB6600, YIXING Technology, Co., Ltd., Jiangsu, China).

For tumor target delineation test, six plastic spheres were used to simulate the tumor target as shown in figure 1(a). The largest sphere, of which the diameter is 40mm, is set in the center to simulate the main tumor shape, while the five small spheres, of which diameter is 20mm, are used to simulate the tumor branches. The design is aimed to test how the motion patterns affect the tumor margin delineation.

For dose verification test, water-equivalent slabs (RW3, PTW, Co., Ltd., Freiburg, Germany) as shown in figure 1 (b), were loaded on the top of the phantom. The ionization chamber array (OCTAVIUS® 729, PTW, Co., Ltd., Freiburg, Germany) is adopted as the detector and inserted into the middle of the RW3 slabs. The number of water-equivalent slabs can be changed based on the needs of specific...
experiments, but less than the maximum working load. Because of the height of the phantom, the gantry of the LINAC could not rotate a whole circle around the phantom during dose delivery. This limitation will be discussed below.

**Evaluation phantom positioning accuracy**

The IR camera, which was used to monitor the HexPOD treatment couch, was adopted to monitor the phantom motion in this study. The calibration tool with six infrared ray reflecting balls was used to calibrate the 6DOF treatment couch as shown in figure 2(a). In this study it was adopted to determine the positioning accuracy of the 6DOF motion phantom. The infrared ray camera can record the position of the balls, labeled as A, B, C, D, and E, in the camera coordinate system as shown in figure 2(a). Before using the calibration tool, a position model file, as shown in figure 2(b), should be made under the calibration tool coordinate system using the 6D Architect software (Polaris Spectra, Northern Digital Inc., Ontario, Canada). The location of the five IR reflector spheres on the calibration tool can be recorded and displayed via the tracking mode in the Tool Box software (Polaris Spectra, Northern Digital Inc., Ontario, Canada). As the coordinate transformation equation has been embedded in the 6D Architect software, trajectories calculation could be avoided and the original position of the IR reflection sphere can be transformed to the camera coordinate. For example, in order to avoid comparing the rotation angles by degree unit, the comparison of points C, D, and E can be made by mm unit between the position recorded by the monitor and the position calculated by the software to check the accuracy of the phantom motion. This simple method can avoid programming to realize complex trajectory calculation algorithm.

![Figure 1. The 6DOF motion phantom. In this figure, figure labeled (a) represents the 6DOF phantom applied in target delineation and figure labeled (b) represents the 6DOF phantom applied in dose verification. LineX, LineY and LineZ represent the stages which could generate translations along X, Y, Z axes respectively, while RotX, RotY and RotZ mean the stages which could generate rotations around X, Y, Z axes respectively.](image1)

![Figure 2. Calibration tools in different coordinates. In this figure, figure labeled (a) represents the original transform from calibration tool coordinates to IR camera coordinates and figure labeled (b) represents the Original position of IR reflection points in the 6D Architect software.](image2)
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Feasibility in image acquisition and dynamic dose verification

To investigate the impacts of motion on image acquisition and reconstruction during spiral-CT and 4D-CT scanning, the phantom movement was arranged in ten different motion patterns, static, six single DOF motions, 3-DOF translation, 3-DOF rotation and 6-DOF movement. In this study, the maximum motion ranges were set to 10 mm, 15 mm, 6 mm, 1.9°, 3°, 2.4° for TransX, TransY, TransZ, RotX, RotY and RotZ respectively, due to rotation-induced translation and linear motion platform compensation.

And for the feasibility test of dynamic dose verification, a VMAT (Volumetric-Modulated Arc Therapy) plan for thorax tumor was calculated on this 6-DOF phantom in the QA mode of MONACO software (Elekta, Co., Ltd., Stockholm, Sweden). Due to the height of this phantom, the gantry was set to rotate just around the top of the phantom to avoid radiating the metal components. During the dose delivery by the Axesse LINAC (Elekta, Co., Ltd., Stockholm, Sweden), the phantom movement was also arranged in the ten patterns as described above. The absorbed dose measured in a dynamic state was then compared to a static state with the help of the Verisoft (PTW, USA). The pass rates were analyzed by γ-Test and the criteria was 90%, which is used as a common standard in radiotherapy. In addition, physicists usually examine the cold and hot points to assess a radiotherapy plan, and this evaluation methodology was also brought in this feasibility study. The cold point means the dose of dynamic states are smaller than that of the static state, while the hot point means the dose of dynamic cases are larger than that of the static state. All the cold and hot points failed to pass the γ-Test. All the results were divided into two groups, i.e. the Up5% and Up30%. In the Up5% group, the points, of which the doses were smaller than 5% of the max dose, didn't be evaluated, while in the Up30% group, we only evaluated the points of which the doses were smaller than 30% of the max dose.

RESULTS

Basic characteristics

The movement speed varies with the capacity of each stage, faster the stepper motor rotates, smaller the motor power is. Therefore, take the RotX slider for instance, as shown in figure 3, the velocity curve is fitted by Matlab software. In this test, the maximum translation speed for LineX and LineY was 50 mm/s and 35 mm/s for LineZ, while the maximum rotation speed for RotX, RotY, RotZ was 5.33° per second, 6° per second and 15° per second respectively. The basic characteristic comparison of the typical 6-DOF phantoms are shown as table 1.

For translation tests, the motion distances were selected to 2 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, and 20 mm to evaluate the positioning accuracy, while for rotation tests, 1°, 2°, 5°and 6 °angles were chosen to assess the rotation accuracy. In order to test the repeat positioning accuracy in each direction, the peak-to-peak motion at a frequency of 20 times per minute was selected to repeat the above range. The average error of all translations did not exceed ± 0.2 mm, and the average error of all rotations did not exceed ± 0.3 mm, as shown in table 2. The maximum translation error for LineZ was -0.54 mm, and the maximum rotation error for RotZ was -0.82 mm. The maximum error for 6-DOF motion was -0.79 mm, and the average error of it did not exceed ± 0.1 mm.

Tumor target delineation

CT slice thickness was set to 3 mm before scanning, and ten-phase mode was adopted for 4D-CT scanning. After scanning, the spiral CT images were compared with 50% phase 4D-CT images with the same motion patterns. The CT volume was reconstructed by 3D slice software, as shown in figure 4. The deformation occurs on all spiral-CT images which are acquired in dynamic state, while the shape changes slightly for the 4D-CT images. For the motions of LineX, LineY, LineZ, RotX, and RotY stages, the main spheres structure can be characterized easily, especially for the motion of RotY stage where the
structure is almost unchanged. However, for the motion of RotZ stage, 3-DOF rotation, 3-DOF translation and the 6-DOF motion, the structural changes can be clearly distinguished, and some structural information misses in superior–inferior direction, while the some structural information adds in the left-right direction. The tumor branch spheres also show significant changes depending on the motion patterns, and there is a clear lack of information in the motion type with a rotation around the Z direction. For all translations without rotation, the structure changes. Although the deviations of the center sphere and the small sphere don’t appear, these deviations appear in all the rotations of the movement. For the LineX and LineY motion tests, the center sphere structure was compressed along the direction of motion. However, this phenomenon did not appear significantly in the LineZ motion test. In the RotZ motion test, the information of the front small sphere is lost in both the spiral-CT and 4D-CT images. Additionally, two artifacts appeared around the top sphere.

**Dynamic dose verification**

The γ-Test results for the respiratory rate of 20 per minute are shown in table 2. The results of all motion patterns did not pass the γ-Test, i.e. all the results were smaller than 90%. Take the Up5% group for example, in the cases of single DOF motions, LineZ translation and RotX rotation had the highest pass rates, 79.8% and 77% respectively. Then, pass rates of LineX and RotZ are 70.1% and 68.8%, respectively. The LineY and RotY had the lowest pass rate, which were 34.4 % and 56.3%, respectively. The 3-DOF translation had a pass rate of 39.1%, which was greater than the rate of LineY movement, but significantly less than the rate of LineX and LineZ movement. The 3-DOF rotation had a pass rate of 52.8%, which was less than all the single direction rotations, but greater than the pass rate of 3-DOF translation movement. For integrated 6-DOF motion, the pass rate was 34.2%, which was the lowest of all the motion patterns. In the cases of the Up30% group, the similar trend can be observed from the table 2.

For LineY, RotY and 6-DOF cases, the γ-Test images are shown in figure 5 and the failed points of each motion patterns are shown in figure 6. In these figures, most of the dose divergence is located outside the target area and the edge of the target, which is also a sharp dose gradient region. The results reveal that there is almost no transition between the passing area and the failed area. For the LineY motion, significant dose divergence occurs in the superior–inferior and left-right direction, but in the RotY motion test, the divergence is mainly in the left-right direction. In the two types of tests, there are some hot points higher than the planned dose at the side of motion ending, while the cold points below the planned dose appear mainly on the beginning of the motion. In the case of 6-DOF movement, much more hot and cold points appear, and they are distributed diagonally.
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![RotX Rotation and Motor Speed](image_url)

**Figure 3.** RotX stage motion and motor speed curve with 20 times per minute frequency.
### Table 1. Basic Characters Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Load (kg)</th>
<th>Max Speed</th>
<th>Max Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LineX</td>
<td>LineY</td>
<td>LineZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HexPod[13]</td>
<td>~200</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrueBeam couch[14]</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belcher [12]</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>38.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This study</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**a.** For translations, mm/s and for rotations, °/s.

**b.** For translations, mm and for rotations, °.

**c.** In this study, LineX, LineY and LineZ represent the translations along X, Y, Z axes respectively, while RotX, RotY and RotZ mean the rotations around X, Y, Z axes respectively. For further illustration, a video attachment can be found online (available from https://pan.baidu.com/s/1c2ktSOS) showing the motion of the phantom.

### Table 2. Results of Phantom Accuracy and Absorbed Dose γ-Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motion</th>
<th>Repeating Accuracy(mm)</th>
<th>Failed Points/ Evaluated points</th>
<th>Max Difference (Gy)</th>
<th>γ-Test Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min Error</td>
<td>Max Error</td>
<td>Mean ± SE</td>
<td>RSME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LineX</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.0368</td>
<td>0.1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LineY</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>-0.10 ± 0.0682</td>
<td>0.2756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LineZ</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>-0.006 ± 0.0388</td>
<td>0.1452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RotX</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.1076</td>
<td>0.4029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RotY</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>-0.09 ± 0.0636</td>
<td>0.2560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RotZ</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>-0.11 ± 0.0817</td>
<td>0.3250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DOF Translation</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.17 ± 0.0608</td>
<td>0.2821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DOF Rotation</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.0329</td>
<td>0.2388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6DOF Motion</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>-0.05 ± 0.1088</td>
<td>0.4104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**a.** In this study, LineX, LineY and LineZ represent the translations along X, Y, Z axes respectively, while RotX, RotY and RotZ mean the rotations around X, Y, Z axes respectively. The 3DOF Translation represents the combination of the LineX, LineY and LineZ translations, and the 3DOF Rotation is the combination of the RotX, RotY and RotZ rotations. The 6DOF Motion represents the combination of all the three patterns translations and three patterns rotations.

**b.** RMSE represents root mean square error.

**c.** The title, Up5%, represents that the dose of the evaluated points were larger than the 5% of the max dose.

**d.** The title, Up30%, represents that the dose of the evaluated points were larger than the 30% of the max dose.

---

**Figure 4.** CT reconstruction results. The (a)-figures and (b)-figures represent CT-imaging and reconstruction while the phantom is moving. The images labeled a represent the result of a spiral CT reconstruction, and the images labeled b indicate the result of the 4DCT reconstruction based on the fifth phase CT set. In this feasibility study, all the CT sets were reconstructed by 3D Slicer software. LineX, LineY and LineZ represent the translations along X, Y, Z axes respectively, while RotX, RotY and RotZ mean the rotations around X, Y, Z axes respectively. The Translation represents the combination of the LineX, LineY and LineZ translations, and the Rotations is the combination of the RotX, RotY and RotZ rotations. The 6DOF Motion represents the combination of all the three patterns translations and three patterns rotations.
DISCUSSION

Phantom performance and limits

The dynamic phantom is a very important tool for investigating the dynamic affects during the entire radiotherapy process and it can also be used as a validation benchmark to test the performance of the radiotherapy program software, especially for the four-dimensional dose calculation system (15, 16). Steidl (11) defines nine basic characteristics of the phantom which were applied in ion beam therapy and these characteristics are also suitable for photon beam therapy. However, the most important functions are imaging and dose validation. As Tlusty (17) and Kurekova (18) reported, Stacking and parallel motions have their own advantages and disadvantages, and comparing the robotic arm and the Stewart-Gough phantom model. The 6-DOF phantom model designed in this study has a unique position model, i.e. the rotation or translational motion sequence can’t affect the final location of the phantom, which makes it easy to program the motion control code.

The maximum motion aptitudes, which were 150 mm for LineX and LineY, 20 mm for LineZ, 10° for RotX, 10° for RotY, and 30° for RotZ, could generally cover the reported motion ranges (5). When assembling this phantom, several commercial sliders were used. The phantom size used in this study is 35 cm in height and not suitable for whole circle VMAT or arc radiotherapy test. In the next design, the phantom height will be reduced, and the LineX and LineY sliders will be replaced by a in-house made slider. In this prototype phantom, 57-stepper motors were used to drive the dynamic stages. Due to the power limit, the maximum load of this phantom was 20kg which was sufficient to meet our needs. In the future, a more powerful servo motor will be used and will make the structure more compact to reduce...
wobble during movement and gain more load capacity.

**Feasibility in clinical usage**

CT images acquiring is the first step in the radiotherapy process, and all photon radiotherapy is based on CT images to obtain tumor target margins. But the tumor movement produces artifacts in the CT images which significantly affect the delineation work and cause a serious dose error in the radiotherapy plan. This study shows the feasibility for studying these affects with the help of this 6-DOF dynamic phantom. As figure 4 reveals, different deformations can be gotten by CT images scanned under different motion patterns generated by this phantom. Ford (19), Keall (20), D’Souza (21), Fitzpatrick (22) and Suh (23), investigated the method of measuring the respiratory-induced anatomic motion by an eccentric wheel driven phantom, but the patterns of motion were simple. The 6-DOF phantom exhibited high performance in generating multiple DOF motions, and similar studies with the aid of this phantom will be reported step by step.

Another purpose of designing this 6-DOF dynamic phantom was to verify motion-induced dose divergence during dose delivery with the LINAC. As shown in table 2, there was no normalized dose pass rate higher than 95%, which was very similar to what Steidl (11), Richter (24), Menon (25) and Court (26) reported in their studies. In this study, in order to avoid the uncertainty of the detector, points for which the normalized rate greater than 30% of the ISO center dose were also chosen to be analyzed by γ-Test method, but the pass rate was still less than 95%, which is a common QA standard in the clinic. About 70% to 80% of the failure regions or failure points appeared outside the target, and these areas and points were located in the areas of the normal tissues. But this does not mean that the motion did not affect the target area. Especially in the LineY, 3-DOF translation, 3-DOF rotation and 6-DOF motion test cases, a volume of failed areas and points appeared inside the target area. Qualitatively, the cold points always appeared in the beginning of the movement, in the mean while hot points always appeared at the end of the motions. Our study recommended to pay much more attention to the tumor target rotations, as the impact of these movements was no less than the effect of translation on the absorbed dose. One clinical plan has been tested to test the feasibility of this phantom and more clinical cases will be examined in the future to make validation and analysis more reasonable.

In this feasibility study, the results of tumor target shape change and dose divergence showed a high positive correlation. The 6-DOF motion type resulted in the largest shape change and dose divergence. LineZ motion type induced the smallest dose divergence, although the shape change was the second smallest. In the RotY motion test, the shape change was minimal and the dose pass rate is also very high. The pass rates of single DOF motions were usually better than those of multiple DOF motions, and the pass rates of unidirectional translations were usually better than those of unidirectional rotation. In this study, the pass rates of motion along and around Y direction were at a low level.

**CONCLUSION**

In this study, a 6-DOF dynamic phantom was successfully developed to assess the effect of target motions on tumor target delineation and dose verification. The basic phantom characteristics fitted our research needs and the feasibility tests showed that the phantom successfully produced different motion patterns that could induce tumor targets deformation and absorbed dose divergences. This study also provides an easy way to use existing equipment such as ionization chamber array detector and water-equivalent slabs, which are frequently used as clinical QA tools, to realize a complex dynamic verification procedure. In the future, improvements will be added to this phantom and more test cases will be checked to find the approaches to minimize the image artifacts and dose divergences caused by target motion in the radiotherapy procedure.
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